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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN. 
SPECTRUM AND RADIAL VELOCITY OF N.G.C. lO6S.

Further photographic observations of the spectrum of 
the spiral nebula N.G:C. lO6S (M77) have been made 
at Flagstaff by Dr. V. M. Slipher (Lowell Observatory 
Bulletin, No. So). Among the photographs obtained 
was one taken with a two-prism spectrograph, which 
received a total exposure of hours during 
fiv p nights. Besides confirming the composite char
acter of the spectrum and the high velocity previously 
recorded, this photograph. shows that the bright 
hydrogen lines extend farther into the fainter parts of 
the nebula than do the two green nebular, lines, and 
that both bright and dark lines are strongly inclined. 
The inclination is about 5°, and indicates a rotation 
about an axis through the shorter diameter of tl;le 
nebula, the velocity of rotation being approximately 
300 km. per sec . . at I' from the nucleus. This is the 
highest rotational speed which has yet been recorded, 
"md there is evidence that the inner par t is turning 
into the arms of the spireal, like a winding spring, as 
in the case of other spirals in which rotation has been 
observed. A peculiar feature of the emission lines is 
that instead of appearing as simple images of the slit, 
they appear as small discs; pressure increasing to
wards the nucleus is a possible explanation. The re
cent photographs consistently indicate the enormous 
receding velocity of II20 km. per sec. for this nebula. 

CHANGES IN THE SPECTRUM OF 'Y ARGus.-A pre
liminary account of some photographs of the spectrum 
of 'Y Argus, which were taken at Cordoba with as-in. 
objective prism attached to the astrographic equatorial 
has been given by Dr. C. D. Perrine (Astrophysical 
journal, vol. xlvii., p. 52). The star is well known 
as being the brightest example of the \Volf-Rayet type, 
and the new observations a ppear to show compara
tively rapid fluctuations in the structure of HIl, which 
is doubly reversed. While the bright band was most 
intense on the red side of the weak a bsorption line 
on plates taken in August, .1917, it was brightest on 
the violet border during November. Varia tions ill the 
widths of the bright bands in the region A 450 are also 
indicated. From a comparison with earlier records 
by other observers, it is concluded that considerable 
changes have occurred during the last twenty years. 
Dr. Perrine has further noted a broad, faint brighten
mg in the region of the chief nebular line, and a sus
pected brightening in the region of the second 'nebular 
!ine; it may be suggested, however, that these are not 
the nebular lines at all, !mt the adjacent lines of 
helium, as previously photographed at Johannesburg 
by W. M. Worssell. The latter phofographs, it may 
be recalled, gave no certain evidence of secular changes 
in the spectrum. 

UNITED STATES NAVAL OBSERVATORY.-The report of 
the U.S. Naval Observatory for the year ending June 
30, 1917, has been received. The routine observations 
were continued without intermission, including meri
dian work, observations of comets and occultations 
with the equatorials, observations of asteroids of 
special interest, and photographic investigations of the 
variation of latitude. 'The nautical instrument repair 
shop was especially active, and has continued to prove 
economical both in time ,and expense; more than 
3000 instruments were put in order during the year. 
The observatory has continued to encourage sugges
tions and developments of methods and instruments 
for navigation, particularly for submarines and air
craft. 

CORRECTIONS TO THE BONN DURCHMUSTERUNG.
Prof. F. Ki.istner, .-1irector of the Bonn Observatory, 
publishes in Astronomische N achri'chten, 4929, a use
ful list of corrections to B.D., which all astro-
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nomers who use that work would do well to incor
porate in their ccpies; some of the corrections refer to 
the star-positions, others, to their magnitudes, others 
to the catalogue references, whilst a Jist is given of 
the stars in each volume tha t have been recognised as 
variables since the publication of the B.D. Consider
ing the immense number of stars in the catalogue, and 
the small size of the instrument with which it was 
made, the list of errata is extremely short, and reflects 
the greatest credit on Argelander and his assistants. 

AURORAL OBSERVATIONS IN THE 
ANTARCTIC. 

THE paper referred to below 1 was prepared, the 
author tells us, inI9II, but printing was delayed 

as Sir E. Shackleton, the leader of the 1908 Antarctic 
Expedition, hoped to publish the scientific work as a 
complete series. That idea unfortunately had ulti
mately to be abandoned. The paper is a very valu
able contribution to ' our knowledge of aurora, and its 
appearance, if late, is very welcome. The auroral log 
occupies pp. 155-200, and includes particulars of the 
times when aurora was observed, and various descrip
tive information as to the nature and trend of the 
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FIG. I.-Daily at Cape Royds. Graph. 
ical. illustration of the relative of auroral 
phenomena at different hours of the day. Radius: 
vectors on scale such that 3/t60tti in. equals one hour's 
display. 

aurora when it consisted of curtains, arcs, or streamers 
having a definite direction. A preface explains the 
scheme of observations, and the terms employed are 
dealt with in the introductory remarks. Sir Douglas 
considers the curtain the fundamental type of aurora. 
When streamers alone are visible, they represent in 
general, he thinks, .. the visible parts of an invisible 
curtain. " 

A discussion of the phenomena is given in a sum
mary, pp. 201-12 This is illustrated by a plate and 
by Figs. I and 2, here reproduced. Fig. I shows the 
diurnal variation in the frequency, and Fig. 2 the rela
tive frequency "vith which aurora was observed in the 
different geographical directions. Only the observa
tions of June, July, and Au?ust, I90S, were employed. 
The station being at 77° 32 S. lat., the sun was con
tinuously below the horizon during these months, 
so the disturbing effects of daylight or twilight were 
at a minimum. Observers in the northern hemisphere 
have usually, if not always, found the maximum fre
quency before midnight. At Cape Royd's, as Fig. 1 
shows, it appears near 3 a.m. This is in general 
agreement with the conclusions reached by Mr. L. C. 

1 II Auroral Observations at the Capt': Royd:<; Station, Antarcrka. Brith:h 
Antarctic Expedition, '908," By Sir Douglas Mawson. (From Trans. Roy .. 
Soc. of S. Australia, vol. xl., I916, pp. 151- 212.) 
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Bernacchi, the physicist of the first Scott Antarctic 
Expedition, 1902-4. The result is of obvious import
ance in any theGretical explanation of aurora. The 
plate, which is not reproduced here, deals with the 
diurnal variation of the frequency of aurora as seen in 
different geographical directions. A maximum of fre
quency near 3 a.m. was observed in most directions, 
from N. through E. to S.E., but not in all directions, 
e.g. west. 

Fig. 2 shows in the clearest way that aurora at Cape 
Royds was ):Tluch more in evidence to the east than 
to the west. The magnetic needle at Cape Royds 
pointed about 30° east of south, i.e. the S. magnetic 
pole of the earth lay north of N .W. Sir Douglas 
seems to think that the greater frequency in the east 
may be due to that being the direction of the open 
sea, land areas prevailing to the west. It may mean, 
however, only that Cape Royds lies within the zone of 
maximum auroral frequency. 

Some of the author's conclusions are very sugges
tive. "Making due allowance," he says (p. 206), "for 
the obscuring effect ot daylight ... auroral pheno
mena • . . at Cape Royds favour the portions of the 
sky which are (a) directed towards, (b) directed away 
from, the sun, having regard for · the position of the 
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FIG. 2.-Distnbution in azimuth of auroral phenomena 
at Cape Royds. Graphical illustration of the 
dve frequency of aurora at Cape Royds in 
relation to geographical direction, Radius vectors 
on scale such that I/8oth in. equals one hour's display. 

latter at the time of observation." Again, p. 207: 
"Auroral displays at Cape Royds are distinguished by 
the large proportion of curtains traversing the heavens 
in a linear, or nearly linear, direction. A remarkable 
daily sequence was observed in their trends. Always 
(on the average) they appeared directed approximately 
towards the sun. Thus, should a curtain persist for 
any length of time, it was noted always to exhibit a 
slow rotational movement counter-clockwise." On 
p. 209 we read: "After due consideration the following 
interpretation has been adopted: that at Cape Royds, 
in the case of steady, straight bands 'and curtains, they 
take up a position ... approximately directed towards 
the sun." In June and July aurora was visible every 
day when clouds permitted, but the majority of the 
displays in these months .. were much calmer and 
[more] localised than during the preceding or succeed
ing months." 

In the daily logs there are frequent indications of 
the observer's impression that the aurora was at no 
very great height, and that its form was influenced by 
Mt. Erebus when it lay in that direction. Thus, of an 
aurora on May it is said :-" As it extended past 
the .::one of Mt. Erebus, there appeared a local bend, 
curving outwards from the mountain ... the lower 
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border appeared to show below the summit of the 
mountain." Of a curtain on May 3 1 it is said :-" It 
appeared to be very low over Mt. Erebus, and to touch 
the ... crater. At one stage it ringed the crater." 
On June 21, we are told, "a strong luminous nebula 
appeared on the N. flanks of Mt. Erebus .... The 
luminous nebula stood out brightly between us and 
the slopes of M t. Erebus." 

In view of the apparent conflict between these ob
servations and the measurements of auroral heights 
made of late years by Prof. 'Stormer and others in the 

it is obviously desirable that the programme of 
the nex' Antarctic expedition should include the 
measurement of auroral heights after Prof. Stormer's 
method. A 25-km. base, such as Prof. Stormer used 
in his latest is! however! natural!y fitted 
only for measunng great heights, so It would be weI! 
to have, in addition to a long base, a much shorter 
one of 2 or :> km., the two bases having desirably one 
station in common. Sir Douglas us that the re
cords of the Australasian Antarctic Expedition of 
1912-13 supply much fuller informa.tion as to aurora 
than those of the 1908 expedition, so we mav look 
forwa,.d to an even more valuable contribution from 
his pen on a future occasion. C. CHREE. 

THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE 
NATIONAL ' UNION OF TEACHERS. 

THE conference of the National Union of Teachers, 
. which was opened at Cambridge on Monday, 

April I, gave a welcome opportunity for a declaration 
of policy on the part of this large and influential body 
on the question of the Education Bill now before Par
liament. It is satisfactory to observe that the confer
ence resisted all amendments to the Bill on the ground 
that it was desirable to present to the House of Com
mons a clear call in favour of the general principles 
embodied in the Bill, and to trust to the future for 

desirable amendments in its provisions. It secures 
at least the abolition of half-time, mainly prevailing 
in the tex,tile areas of Lancashire and Yorkshire, and 
of the labour certificate, which took the intelligent 
child from the schools at a premature age. 1t gives 
the further advantage of continued education, both 
general and special, within the .working hours of young 
people from fourteen to eighteen years of age, by which 
means two and a half millions of adolescents will 
continue within the healthy influence of the school in 
preparation for life and in the right use of leisure, and 
so promote a higher standard of citizenship, and thus 
make fruitful the early training begun in the day 
schools. 

In the course of her presidential address Miss Con
way dwelt upon the extraordinary demand which would 
be made on the teaching profession, not only in 
meeting the requirements of the new Bill, but also in 
supplying the grievous loss entailed by the present and 
future exigencies of the war. Already some 20,000 
teachers out of about 37,000 have been called up for 
service with the Army in the field, 1000 of whom have 
given their lives. Women, \ as in so many other 
spheres of labour, have been called upon to fill the 
places of men so withdrawn, but under onerous con
ditions of much larger classes in schools, often dis
organised, and they have nobly and successfully re
sponcied. The adequate training of the tea cher is 
admitte<:l to be a matter of the most serious concern, 
but it cannot expected that the profession will con
tinue to attract I!ifted men and women to' its servir:e, 
especially that of women, upon whom the duty to a 

I 
much larger extent in the future will inevitably fall, 
unless its status be raised, its prospects improved, its 
emoluments increased, and suitable retiring ,pensions 
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